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Preface
On December 8, 1975, I delivered a lecture on the text of the New Testament at the
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What this book is about
In his The Ancient Text of the New Testament, Professor Van Bruggen deals with the
confusion surrounding the text of the New Testament. Since 1881 (Revised Version), most
new translations follow another type of Greek text than was followed in the older Bible
translations (e.g. King James Version). However, this does not mean that there is unanimity
regarding the correct text. On the contrary. In the newer translations, many changes occur
because the science of New Testament textual criticism continually arrives at different
conclusions. The Greek New Testament of the United Bible Societies (1966) in many points
was established by a majority vote. Is the majority vote of a few modern scholars worth more
than the majority vote of the old manuscripts? Does the division of opinions that exists today
not indicate that there is reason enough to return to the ancient ecclesiastical text? Van
Bruggen challenges the arguments raised against this ancient text by Hort and others after
him. Briefly he surveys the field of textual criticism from Hort to Aland and Metzger. In
footnotes, he refers to much literature on the topic. His conclusion is that the arguments
against the text found in most manuscripts nowadays are even less convincing than in the
past. For exegesis, as well as for Bible translating, it is of significance which manuscripts are
used. Whoever wants to make his own judgment about this matter will find a scientific and
succinct survey of the arguments in this book of Van Bruggen.
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1. The last certainty of New Testament textual criticism
The New Testament textual criticism of the twentieth century is characterized by great
uncertainty. On the surface the opposite seems to be the case. Since the start of this century,
in Protestant circles people have already united themselves around the text of Nestle. This
agreement concerning the text that must be followed with Bible-translation and exegesis,
appears to be becoming even greater in the next decades. A Greek basic-text has been edited
for the United Bible Societies by an international team of textual critics. This text will serve
as basis for all the translations of the Bible in the coming years. It will also be printed in the
newly set up 26th edition of Nestle. Not only for Protestant circles, but also for Catholic
biblical scholarship, this text will in future form the basis. Thus it seems that internationally
and interconfessionally the greatest possible agreement will be attained in the twentieth
century1.
All this does not yet mean that there is certainty about the correct text of the New Testament.
Agreement can be based on mutual certainty, but also on mutual uncertainty. And the latter is
the case. The text of Nestle was not drawn up at the time as a best possible copy of the
original text. Eberhard Nestle did nothing more than give an edition in which one could find
the mean of some modern text-editions: Tischendorf, Westcott-Hort and Weiss2. It appears
from the Einfuhrung which Nestle wrote, that he personally still saw many unanswered
questions3. He also tended to attach much greater value to the so-called Western text, than is
apparent in his text-edition4. This same Nestle, besides his well-known mean-text, also took
care of the fourth impression of Scriveners edition of the Stephanus-text of 1550: a form of
the so-called textus receptus5. It was certainly not intended by Nestle that his well-known text
should become a sort of standard for the 20th century. Yet this is what happened. And that
mainly because, as yet, nobody after Nestle has been able to show convincingly which text
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would have to be followed as definitive. For lack of growing certainty, the tentative edition of
Nestle continued to dominate the fields6.
In the sixties of this century it was hoped that this situation could soon be changed. Yet it
became more evident all the time that this expectation could not easily be fulfilled. The initial
plan of Aland to offer a new, scientifically determined text in the 26th edition of Nestle, has
been abandoned7. This 26th edition will give a revised text-critical apparatus, but it will
present the text that has been determined for the 3rd edition of the Greek New Testament
published by the United Bible Societies. This again means an acquiescence in a consensustext which has been determined on the basis of uncertainty. This time no mean from three
modern text-editions, like the older Nestle, but the mean of the opinions of five modern
textual-critics. Aland, Black, Martini, Metzger, Wikgren together have established a text by
majority-vote. It is clear from the Textual Commentary of Metzger on this text, that there are
many readings which have been chosen only by the majority of the committee8. That they did
not unanimously arrive at a text, is also not surprising. At present there is no certainty
concerning the history of the textual traditions9. In modern textual criticism the eclectic
method is generally followed: per reading a decision is made on the basis of a complicated
structure of considerations. Subjectivity is not out of question with this method. Thus they
will just have to arrive at a text by majority-vote. Nobody is happy with this. However
nobody also dares to state that there is already sufficient certainty to do it differently. Thus
the agreement concerning the text -edition to be used camouflages the uncertainty which
prevails during the fixation of the text. It is no wonder then that Epp, in a recent retrospection
of the last century of New Testament textual criticism, speaks dismally about an interlude
without real progress10.
Among all uncertainties of this 20th century, we, however, can point to one great, lasting
certainty in the modern textual criticism - a certainty that serves as starting point and keeps
stimulating much conscientious work and constant research. One can even say that the
modern textual criticism of the New Testament is based on the one fundamental conviction
that the true text of the New Testament is at least not found in the great majority of the
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manuscripts. The text which the Greek church has read for more than 1000 years, and which
the churches of the Reformation have followed for centuries in their Bible translations, is
now with certainty regarded as defective and deficient: a text to be rejected. This negative
certainty has grown in the 18th century since Mill, Bentley, Wettstein, Semler, and
Griesbach11. It has found expression in text-editions of the 19th century12. From the close of
that century until now, it has become visible for the Bible-reading community: in 1881 the
Revised Version in England no longer followed the current Greek text and in the 20th century
the same applies for new translations in other countries. The churches are becoming aware
that the text of centuries is replaced by the text of yesterday: the Nestle text.
This rejection of the traditional text, that is the text preserved and handed down in the
churches, is hardly written or thought about any more in the 20th century: it is a fait
accompli. To hear the arguments for this rejection one must go back to the 19th century, back
to the archives. Our century is accustomed to the disregard of the text that is indicated with
names such as: Byzantine, Antiochene, Koine, Syrian, or Ecclesiastical13. Already for more
than 100 years the certainty that this type of text is inferior has been taken for granted. Yet
certainty about a better, superior text-type has failed to come during this long time. The
heritage of the 19th century criticism was a solitary certainty - the certainty of the inferiority
of this "traditional text". And it remains to be seen whether the 20th century will have a new,
second certainty to offer as a heritage of its own.
That still very little progress has in fact been made, despite much intensive work, is apparent
from the procedures followed to prepare new scientific editions of the Greek New Testament.
The editors of the International Greek New Testament are of the opinion that for the time
being one must still print the rejected textus receptus as the basic text. Only at a later stage it
will then be possible on the basis of the scientific apparatus to produce a substituting and
better text14. The Germans have for decades already opposed this procedure15. Aland also
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"unertraglicher Anachronismus" to take the textus receptus as basis for collation of manuscripts as long as no
other text has scientifically been determined. (Zeitschrift fur die neutestameniliche Wissenschaft 25 [1926] p.
318).

refuses to make a compromise at this point16. Under his leadership preparations are being
made for the Editio Critica Maior, which will offer a text that will ultimately be determined
by Aland himself on the basis of the textual material17. However also for Aland the first step
on this road is a confrontation with the Byzantine text. With the aid of his institute at Munster
he tries to set aside and dismiss all the Byzantine material. A system of 1000 passages must
serve to determine whether a manuscript can be typified as "byzantine". First of all 85-90%
of all the manuscript material is in this manner put aside as inferior and then the remaining
10-15% can be worked on intensively18. It is still uncertain how the remaining data must be
evaluated19. Yet people already start from the one certainty, that the Byzantine text which is
found in most manuscripts is unimportant.
It is striking how emotionally people often speak about this one certainty. The textus
receptus, which stands very close to the Byzantine text, is considered a "tyrant" that finally
"died a slow death"20. Sometimes it seems as though a certain frustration about the continual
absence of certainty concerning the right text of the New Testament leads to aggressive
statements about the old certainty of the textus receptus. It is striking how Epp in his earliermentioned retrospection leaves room for many questions and uncertainties, yet suddenly
speaks very denigratingly about some people who in the 20th century have dared to make
positive statements concerning the textus receptus21. It is strange that in the realm of modern
textual criticism all types of searchers and sceptics are given a place, but that those who
revert to a former certainty are disqualified as renegades.
This friction between certainty and uncertainty in modern New Testament textual criticism
gives occasion to ask what reasons are given for rejecting the Byzantine or Church text,
which has been used for so many centuries. After a century of less encouraging experiences
16
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on a new road, it is useful to look back to the intersection at which one turned off from an old
road. In science the investigation of the arguments should always receive a legitimate place.
True science does not depend on the authority of a few experts or the tradition of generations.
Even though it is apparently sufficient for many exegetes to note that "most scholars" or
"modern textual criticism" reject the church text, we must agree with the modern textual
criticism that the majority in itself is not decisive. Not the majority of manuscripts, but the
weight decides. That also applies in a different way: not the majority of scholars in a
particular century, but the weight of their arguments decides. In this case it is particularly
important to test the arguments, because here the translation and explanation of God's Word
is at stake22. Translators of the Bible and exegetes will notice the consequences of their
choice in favour of a certain text-edition23. Translator and exegete deal with the how of
translation and exegesis, but the text-edition decides what is to be translated and explained.
Here respect for the Word of our God compels us to be very careful. We must be able to
account for our treatment of the text that has been handed down to us. There is a scientific
and a religious duty to ask the question whether the ancient text of the New Testament is not
found in the majority of the manuscripts and whether the church has failed to follow the truly
ancient text for many centuries.
A critical investigation of the reasons for rejecting the Byzantine text soon encounters the
difficulty that this rejection is accepted as a fact in the 20th century, but not defended as a
proposition. For the argumentation one is usually just referred to the work of Hort in the 19th
century. Yet various arguments of Hort are no longer generally accepted today. People have
learned to think differentiatingly about his reasoning from the conflate readings. Opinions are
divided about the existence of a recension by Lucianus. Therefore one cannot say that the
reasoning of Hort is without question the reasoning of the 20th century textual criticism. On
the other hand no new, supplementary arguments against the Byzantine text have been
worked out. Therefore, it is in fact still possible to do justice to the various argumentations
since Hort, implicitly via a confrontation with the total reasoning of Hort himself. Hort
developed his view on the text that he called "Syrian" in a broad treatise on textual criticism
in general24. For our purpose it is, therefore, more convenient to arrange the arguments
materially rather than to follow these in the order in which Hort offered them. His gradually
developed view on the Syrian text, which forms the frame for all later reasoning against the
traditional text, can be summarized as follows:
1. this text goes back to a revision of the Greek text in the 4th century, probably under the
leadership of Lucianus of Antioch;25
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2. this text can on external grounds be characterized as a late text: it is not found in the old
majuscules and it is not followed by the Church Fathers before Nicea in their New Testament
quotations;26
3. this text can on internal grounds be characterized as secondary because of its inclusive
nature (conflate readings) and because of its tendency to harmonize and assimilate, leading to
a complete and lucid text27.
These arguments seem so strong, that it appears to be rather superfluous to bring them into
discussion again after 100 years. On the other hand, it must be remembered that for centuries
people could daily acquaint themselves with the character of the Byzantine text or the textus
receptus, yet they did not regard this as secondary and inferior. One should also consider that
the Church Fathers were known and read at least just as well in previous centuries as at
present, whereas no occasion was found in the patristic quotations of the New Testament to
suspect the age of the current Greek text of the New Testament. Certain things always remain
puzzling. If Hort's arguments are proven right, then it is strange that they were not advanced
earlier. If they are wrong, the question becomes urgent why they were still generally accepted
in the last century. However, at the moment we will not try to give an explanation for this
puzzling phenomenon, but we will concentrate our attention on the question what force the
arguments of Hort in themselves have. After all, on the ground of these arguments people
were so bold to abandon the traditional text. The latter did not occur on the ground of newly
found papyri. The papyri only begin to play a part in the New Testament textual criticism in
the middle of the 20th century28. The textus receptus was then already abandoned. Many
people who use the Bible think that the Bible translations had to be altered with regard to
their text because of the discoveries in Egyptian sand. Yet the reality is different. The
Revised Version dates from 1881. In the practice of Bible-translation and exegesis, the
Byzantine text was already abandoned decades before important New Testament papyri were
published. Whether or not the new discoveries support the arguments of Hort is a separate
question29. We can deal with this question separately later on. Yet, historically, it should
stand in the perspective of rejection of the traditional text, which took place in the last
century on the ground of arguments systematized by Hort.
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2. The value of the number of manuscripts
The Byzantine textual tradition, which is at present rejected, is found in a large majority of
manuscripts. Rightly so Aland introduces the new siglum M (Majority-text) for this text-type.
When the team of textual scholars, that determined the Greek text for the United Bible
Societies, could not come to an agreement, the opinion of the majority settled the matter.
Seeing that there is still no certainty in the 20th century about the correct text of the New
Testament, one could consider allowing the majority of manuscripts to decide the matter.
Why does not this happen? Because, according to most people, this majority of manuscripts
can be traced back to one recension: the many manuscripts would be nothing else than copies
of only one manuscript. The large number is traced back to the one recension in the 4th
century. The majority is reduced to a minority which receives only one vote and then also
only a secondary vote because here we are thought to have a later revision of the original and
not a faithful copy of it. In this way, the large number is reduced and disqualified. The
counted majority appears to be a weighed minority. Two matters call for attention here. In the
first place, the question whether historical proof can be given for the proposition that the text
of the New Testament has undergone a revision in the fourth century. In the second place, the
question whether the Byzantine textual tradition can be characterized as the result of such a
recension.
The historical starting-point for this recension-idea is sought in the person of Lucianus of
Antioch30. That we, however, cannot speak with great certainty here, appears from the fact
that Hort did not do anything more than mention the possibility that Lucianus stands at the
beginning of the Byzantine text31. In the sixties of this century Metzger still refers to what he
calls the decisive work of Lucianus32, but it is striking that he does not repeat this name in his
later Textual Commentary. Metzger then still speaks only about "the framers of this text"33. It
is also not possible to prove historically that Lucianus of Antioch offered a revised text of the
New Testament. Even though for along time, since De Lagarde, people have anxiously
searched for the assumed LXX-recension of Lucianus, some are at present even sceptical
concerning Lucianus' revisionary work on the Old Testament34. What Hieronymus says in
mutual contradictory statements about the work of Lucianus, also gives little support35. In any
30
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case there is no clear indication in Hieronymus' statements of influential work that Lucianus
was thought to have done on the Greek New Testament36. If he was busy with a revision of
this text, his work remained of very limited value"37. This also appears to be so from the fact
that the later Decretum Gelasianum speaks with aversion about some Lucianic manuscripts 38.
If the original Greek text is superseded by an inferior recension in the 4th and following
centuries, then this process has left surprisingly few trails behind in the historiography. Does
this point out that people were never aware of such a process? Or does this show that such a
process did not take place? These questions can only be answered by going into the second
point that calls for attention here: can the Byzantine text be characterized as a recension on
the basis of its textual tradition?
Although the name of Lucianus is mentioned less and less as the historical starting-point,
people in the 20th century maintain with undiminished certainty that there was a recension in
the 4th century. This is striking. Closer examination of the Byzantine tradition has shown, in
the period after Hort, that several tendencies can be pointed out in this tradition. Von Soden
distinguished various layers in these Koine manuscripts39. It proved to be impossible to
describe the layers as a variation arising within a group of manuscripts, which in fact all go
back to one archetype. That there is much agreement between all these manuscripts does not
mean that they all come from one and the same source. The later research-work done by Lake
and Colwell did change the picture given by Von Soden, but at the same time it has shown
even more clearly that it is better to describe the Byzantine textual tradition as a collection of

the name Lucianea at a later date. On the other hand, Hieronymus in his Praefatio in Evangelio (Vulgata, ed.
Weber, Stuttgart 1969, II p. 1515) again does speak about emendation of the Greek Old Testament by
Hesychius and Lucianus. Perhaps this passage should be interpreted in such a way that Hieronymus now places
in the name of Hesychius and Lucianus an emendation of the original LXX-text, which had already taken place
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converging textual traditions than as a varying reproduction of one archetype40. This fact now
prevents us from thinking of one recension as the source for the text that is found in the
majority of the manuscripts. No matter how one judges about the value of the growing
consensus in the textual tradition, one cannot simply reduce the large majority of manuscripts
to one vote and then only a secondary vote. To say it differently and more technically: it is
impossible to treat the majority of the manuscripts during the evaluation of them as though
they textually formed one family41. We do not deny that small family groups can be
distinguished within this majority, just as families can also be determined in other text-types
and with the versions. Yet even if the numbers of the different family groups are deducted
from the majority of manuscripts, then the Byzantine text still keeps an important majority.
That no importance is attached to this majority as such in modern textual criticism is not only
connected with the recension-idea, but especially with the opinion one has concerning the age
and character of the Byzantine type. In the reasoning of Hort the arguments regarding age and
character also had priority. Only later did Hort begin to think of a recension, possibly by
Lucianus. Therefore, in the position of those who reject the Byzantine text, few problems
seem to arise if the idea of a recension eventually has to be given up. Whether there was a
recension or not, the traditional text still remains just as inferior. Before we deal with these
primary arguments in more detail, we must, however, note that the abandonment of the
recension-idea does weaken the modern view on the old Church-text. For if it is indeed true
that this text has a secondary character, how then can it be accounted for historically that this
secondary text received general approval? Hort had an answer to this question at hand: one
man made a defective recension due to wrong methods and the Church followed this in good
faith. But if this one man (e.g. Lucianus) falls away and also that one recension (e.g. in the
4th century), how can we explain the fact that the tradition is influenced in a negative sense
and that this influence promoted convergence and uniformity. When a text is exposed to
gradual deterioration through faults in transmission, it always leads to divergency between
various forms of text-corruption and to plurality in the types of degeneration. But history
faces us with a tradition which has a convergent character. How can this be accounted for, if
the tradition is thought to have deviated from the original and there is no clear revisor's hand
in the picture after all? This difficult question can be answered historically, as long as the
tradition of the text is not described as secondary. The different centres of production in the
4th and following centuries aimed at a most faithful copy of the original or at a good
restoration of the original text. Therefore, after the first centuries of persecution and dearth, a
number of traditions automatically appeared which went back to the good text and came close
to each other because they all orientated themselves on the most faithful copy of the original.
The similar motive explains the trend towards an identical text. Yet how is one to explain that
various centres of production, independent of each other, show the same deviations? To say
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that government intervention caused this similarity in deviation has no historical grounds 42. If
you wish the uniforming influence of the liturgy to explain this, then you are only transferring
the problem into a different field.
Summarizing we can say that the large number of manuscripts wherein the traditional or
Church text occurs, must carry weight. This striking number cannot be disqualified with an
appeal to Hieronymus' statements about Lucianus of Antioch. It also cannot be put aside as
meaningless, as though it is to be traced back to one archetype in the 4th century. On the
contrary, the large number deserves attention, since, in the midst of all sorts of variation, it
confronts us with a growing uniformity. This can hardly be described historically as
spontaneous converging deviation. It rather points in the direction of a simultaneous turningback in various centres to the same central point of the original text. This text was sought in
the oldest and most faithful manuscripts, and people conformed to it after centuries of textual
disintegration.
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Growing agreement regarding the text to be followed cannot be explained from the interference of the
government. This is shown by the fact that still in the 9th century a somewhat deviating text-type is sometimes
followed in Constantinople. Cf. J.N. Birdsall, The Text of the Gospels in Photius (Journal of Theological Studies
n.s. 7 [1956] pp. 42-55, 190198).

3. The age of the Byzantine type
One of the first things a student must learn regarding the textual history, is the distinction
between the age of the manuscript and the age of the text offered in that manuscript. A rather
young manuscript can give a very old type of text. This is a true and interesting proposition.
You would expect that this proposition would have the result, that people in the modern New
Testament textual criticism would hardly argue from the age of the manuscript. However; the
opposite is the case. Time and again you come across a comparison between "older
manuscripts" and "many, but younger manuscripts". The common argument used against the
Byzantine text-type is even that this type is only found in young manuscripts. This argument,
however, does not say anything as such. One must prove that the text-form in these
manuscripts is also of later date.
Hort tried to prove this with an appeal to the fact that the Church Fathers before Nicea did not
use a Byzantine text. Now he himself admits that one must be cautious when dealing with the
New Testament quotations in the writings of the Church Fathers43. In the progress of the
textual tradition these quotations have often been altered to fit later text-types. It also often
appears that the Church Fathers only quoted in part and freely, so that one can hardly
conclude from the form of their quotation the form of the text they read in the New
Testament. The value of Hort's arguments is limited even more drastically when he has to
admit that we only have clear patristic material from the period 175-250 A.D.44 It surely did
not escape Hort that two of the Greek Fathers in this period mentioned by him (lrenaeus and
Hippolytus) lived in the West. The other two (Clement of Alexandria and Origen) come from
Egypt. This means that we are left with a blank spot on the map: What would the text of
Church Fathers from Antioch have looked like in this period? We do not know. That we
encounter text-usage which is not clearly Byzantine in the writings that have been preserved
for us 45 is not surprising. These Church writers used the texts that were current. The form of
their text is not necessarily better than that of the manuscripts circulating in their region. But
then the pressing question is whether they lived at a time and in a region in which the textual
tradition was at its best, or in a time and region in which this tradition was just disturbed by
all sorts of influences in the 2 nd century. Hort considers Origen to be the most impressive
witness46, because this scholar is thought to have been acquainted with all the text-types that
were in circulation. Metzger, however, showed by means of an examination of Origen's
explicit statements on New Testament textual matters that this scholar should certainly not be
considered representative of the number of readings current at his time, and that he was also
terribly self-willed in his treatment of the textual material47. This makes it even more doubtful
whether it is possible to prove much from quotations in the writings of Church Fathers in this
period.
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How cautiously one must, in general, treat proof for textual matters derived from the Church
Fathers has been shown quite recently by Prigent48 and Frede49 concerning the Greek and
Latin Fathers. How the data can often be interpreted in various ways is also shown by the fact
that Boismard even develops the hypothesis that a separate Church Father text-type can be
distinguished50. It is often difficult to evaluate the facts. Mees showed this with regard to the
quotations in the writings of Clement of Alexandria51. After a thorough study on the Gospel
according to John in the writings of Aphrahat (beginning 4th century) Baarda gives a
provisional conclusion on the text-type that Aphrahat followed and points out that his text
stands nearest to the Egyptian text52. Yet on the basis of the data given by Baarda one could
claim with even more right that Aphrahat's text stands nearest to the Byzantine type 53. This
last example at the same time illustrates the difficulty that remains if one concludes that the
Byzantine text was unknown before Nicea on the basis of a few Church Fathers from a
limited number of regions. How can this text then directly afterwards suddenly be known, for
example, in the writings of Eustathius of Antioch (beginning 4th century) 54, and in the
writings of the Syrian Aphrahat? How can this text then be found in a section of
Chrysostom's works 55 as the known text? One could say: this now proves that this Byzantine
text was made at the time of Nicea. But how did it manage to spread so quickly? Through
what influence? And why are there no indications, in the writings of the 4th century, that the
writers were aware that they were introducing a newer text?
From a historical point of view, a different reconstruction of the facts is more plausible. The
fact that the Byzantine text is already used in the 4th century as a normal text proves that it
must be from an earlier date and was not regarded as "new". If this text is not distinctly
followed by Egyptian Fathers and at the same time is found in the first surviving writings
from Antioch and its surroundings, then we have every reason to suppose that our view on
the most ancient textual history would change considerably if we knew more about the blank
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spot that is left over on the historical map: Antioch before the 4th century. This is not even so
strange. Antioch was the first church to send out missionaries to the heathen and was the base
from which Paul and Barnabas worked. As such it is one of the first churches concerning
which we may assume that it possessed old archives with early copies of Gospels and Letters.
Our unfamiliarity with this section of church history does not give us the right to limit the
textual history of the first three centuries to what the scarce remaining data portray to us. A
person who has insufficient data for making a reconstruction of an old building, is still not
permitted to assume that the original building looked like the ruins that he is left with.
Also without the reasoning from patristic quotations many still consider it to be an
established fact that the Byzantine text-form is a younger text. The fact that this text-form is
known to us via later manuscripts is as such no proof for a late text-type, but it does seem to
become a proof when at the same time a different text is found in all older manuscripts. The
combination of these two things seems to offer decisive proof for the late origin of the
traditional text. How would you otherwise be able to explain that exactly the older known
majuscules do not offer the Byzantine text and that this text is found in younger majuscules
and minuscules? Here the material seems convincing. And it is difficult to hold the attention
when one wishes to challenge this. If you do not yield to the facts in this matter, then you
receive the image of an obscurantist. Even before the contra-arguments are mentioned, there
is a certain amount of boredom among the listeners.
Let us therefore reverse the matter. Let us make ourselves aware of what we have
presupposed with this seemingly convincing argumentation. What conditions must be
satisfied if we wish to award the prize to the older majuscules? While asking this question we
assumed wittingly or unwittingly that we were capable of making a fair comparison between
manuscripts in an earlier period and those in a later period. After all, we can only arrive at
positive statements if that is the case. Imagine that someone said: in the Middle Ages mainly
cathedrals were built, but in modern times many small and plainer churches are being built.
This statement seems completely true when we today look around in the cities and villages.
Yet we are mistaken. An understandable mistake: many small churches of the Middle Ages
have disappeared, and usually only the cathedrals were restored. Thus, a great historical
falsification of perspective with regard to the history of church-building arises. We are not
able to make a general assertion about church-building in the Middle Ages on the basis of the
surviving materials. It we would still dare to make such an assertion, then we wrongly
assumed that the surviving materials enabled us to make a fair comparison. But how is the
situation in the field of New Testament manuscripts? Do we have a representative number of
manuscripts from the first centuries? Only if that is the case, do we have the right to make
conclusions and positive statements. Yet it is just at this point that difficulties arise. The
situation is even such that we know with certainty that we do not possess a representative
number of manuscripts from the first centuries. This is due to three reasons, which now
deserve our attention successively.
1. From the 2nd and 3rd centuries we only have papyri at our disposal. Due to climatic
conditions these can practically only come to us from Egypt. For this period we, therefore,
only possess representatives of Egyptian editions of the New Testament. Here we should bear
in mind that Egypt was not the most flourishing part of the Church at that time. Centres like
Syria, Asia-Minor, Greece, Italy have left us no Greek manuscripts from these centuries.
Furthermore, regarding the papyri we should bear in mind that they are not representative
library-copies from Alexandria, but cheaper editions circulating in Egypt. A number of them
were rediscovered more or less accidently. These finds are very important: also the scarce

data have scientific value. But the fact that the finds are incidental and restricted to certain
areas, prevents us from generalizing about the New Testament text in the first centuries on
the ground of this material. It is not even possible to generalize about the Egyptian text of
those days on the basis of this material56.
2. In the codicology the great value of the transliteration-process in the 9th century and
thereafter is recognized57. At that time the most important New Testament manuscripts
written in majuscule script were carefully transcribed into minuscule script. It is assumed that
after this transliteration-process the majuscule was taken out of circulation58. This is also the
conclusion of Lake: copyists destroyed their original after it had been "renewed" 59. The
import of this datum has not been taken into account enough in the present New Testament
textual criticism. For it implies, that just the oldest, best and most customary manuscripts
come to us in the new uniform of the minuscule script, does it not? This is even more cogent,
since it appears that various archetypes can be detected in this transliteration-process for the
New Testament. Therefore we do not receive one mother-manuscript through the flood-gates
of the transliteration, but several60. The originals have, however, disappeared! This throws a
totally different light on the situation that we are confronted with regarding the manuscripts.
Why do the surviving ancient manuscripts show another text-type? Because they are the only
survivors of their generation, and because their survival is due to the fact that they were of a
different kind. Even though one continues to maintain that the copyists at the time of the
transliteration handed down the wrong text-type to the Middle Ages, one can still never prove
this codicologically with the remark that older majuscules have a different text. This would
be circular reasoning. There certainly were majuscules just as venerable and ancient as the
surviving Vaticanus or Sinaiticus, which, like a section of the Alexandrinus, presented a
Byzantine text. But they have been renewed into minuscule script and their majusculeappearance has vanished. Historically it seems as though the most ancient majuscule
manuscripts exclusively contain a non-Byzantine text, but the prespective is falsified here just
like it is regarding church-building in the Middle Ages and at present.
3. That the older majuscule text is not representative of the ancient text of the New Testament
has been shown even more clearly in the 20th century than was possible in Hort's days. The
papyri which have been found and published in the meantime have, namely, made it clear
that it is not possible anymore to consider with Hort the codex Vaticanus purely as a restored
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"Neutral" text61. In the Vaticanus we find one of the text-types that were current in Egypt.
And this is certainly not the original text just like that. Moreover, the papyri have shown
clearly that readings which do not occur in the older majuscules and therefore were called
late and Byzantine, do occur in the 2nd and 3rd century: although they did not have a place in
the older majuscules, they do have a place in the still older papyri! 62 Rightly so, we have
been warned not to over-estimate the cogency of this fact: it is not true that the papyri offer a
Byzantine texts63. But here we must also warn against under-estimating this datum: Zuntz and
others conclude from it, at the least, that readings which look like Byzantine, can be old 64.
However, this conclusion essentially makes the rejection of the Byzantine text uncertain. For,
going further back into the past has now shown - and that in Egyptian documents - that a
number of "late" readings really are "old". What reason do we still have to state that other
Byzantine readings are not old: it has now been proven that what we today consider "young"
can tomorrow be shown to be "old". And this has been proven while we were only able to
look into one incidental fragment of the text from the first centuries. According to the theory
of Hort the number of "Byzantine" readings would become less the further we go back into
the past. Yet it seems to be increasing! This gives us the liberty to assume for the present that
still more "young" readings would be able to prove their identity if we had more and older
material at our disposal. We do not derive this liberty from the occurrence of these
"Byzantine" readings in the papyri as such. We derive it from the surprising circumstance
that in an unexpected area (Egypt!) the "Byzantine" readings do not decrease, but increase,
the deeper we penetrate into the first centuries. If the modern scholarship of the New
Testament textual criticism did not have that prejudice against the Byzantine text, then there
would be every reason to hypothesize a gradual "de-byzantinizing" of the text, which resulted
in the text-type of the older surviving majuscules, and which was reversed in the remainder of
the textual tradition. A complete proof for this hypothesis cannot be given. Yet the present
state of the data does make it more plausible to follow this hypothesis than to maintain that
the Byzantine text is from a later date, while at the same time one must reluctantly add to the
list of "ancient Byzantine readings".
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To conclude these three arguments supporting the view that the number of surviving
manuscripts is not representative of the first centuries, we still wish to point to an analogue
elsewhere. Streeter, who considers the recension of Lucianus in the 4th century as historical,
writes that this recension is found for the first time in a pure form in manuscripts from the 9th
century.
"It may at first sight seem surprising that, alike on von Soden's and on Mrs. Lake's view, the
purest form of the text of Lucian's recension should be preserved in MSS not earlier than the
ninth century. .. . The fact, however, becomes easily explicable when we remember that in
the ninth century there was a notable revival of learning in the Byzantine Empire. A natural
result of this would be to cause Christian scholars to seek a better text of the Gospels by
going back from current texts to more ancient MSS. .. . An analogy may be found in the
effect of the revival of learning under Charlemagne on the text of the Latin classics. MSS of
the seventh and eighth centuries - I derived the information from the late Prof. A.C. Clark are full of corruptions which do not occur in MSS of the subsequent period65.
For now we leave undecided whether Streeter's view concerning a Lucian recension is correct
or not. We wish to point out how legitimate he considers the thought that later manuscripts,
despite their youth, offer the most ancient text. Why may not this thought also be advanced
concerning the Byzantine text as such, when the limited character of the material and the
circumstances of papyri-finds and transliteration give every reason for it? In addition, it is
historically certain that the text of the New Testament endured a very hard time in the first
centuries. Many good and official editions of the text were confiscated and destroyed by the
authorities during the time of the persecutions66. Moreover, the heretics in the 2nd century did
not hesitate to alter the text and thereby bring the textual tradition in confusion67. Thirdly,
copyists and philologists did not always understand their responsibility properly: in the first
centuries there was a great deal of text-revision whereby eventually the contact with the
original threatened to disappear68. Only after the third century the Church received the
opportunity to put things in order also regarding the text. These are known facts from history.
They support the view that manuscripts from the first centuries do not always offer a better
and more ancient text than the manuscripts from later centuries.
Summarizing we must conclude that the codicology and the history of text-corruption and
text-preservation plead in favour of the antiquity of the so-called Byzantine text-type; that the
absence of this type in the more ancient majuscules and in the writings of some Egyptian
Church Fathers before Nicea cannot be used as argument against this antiquity.
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4. The nature of the Byzantine type
For many people the real and decisive argument against the antiquity of the Byzantine texttype lies in the nature and character of this text. It is thought to be evident from the type itself
that we have a secondary type here before us. Hort speaks of an internal evidence. If you
analyse the seemingly external evidence of Hort, you discover that indeed his whole
genealogical system can be traced back to an evaluation of readings on internal grounds"69.
Thus his rejection of the so-called Syrian text is ultimately based on internal evidence, on the
kind of reading and the kind of text found in it. And when Metzger in his Textual
Commentary almost a century later typifies the Byzantine text according to its nature, he also
begins with pointing out the evident secondary character of this textform. Herein he follows
Hort completely. The latter wrote:
"The qualities which the authors of the Syrian text seem to have most desired to impress on it
are lucidity and completeness. They were evidently anxious to remove all stumbling-blocks
out of the way of the ordinary reader. .. ."70
Metzger writes:
"It (The Byzantine Text) is characterized chiefly by lucidity and completeness. The framers
of this text sought to smooth away any harshness of language, to combine two or more
divergent readings into one expanded reading (called conflation), and to harmonize divergent
parallel passages."71
This judgement concerning the Byzantine type is accepted today by many upon authority of
these and other writers. Yet this judgement has not been proven, and cannot be proven. Often
illustrative examples are given to support this negative characterization of the Byzantine text.
But it would not be difficult to "prove", with the aid of specially chosen examples from other
text-types, that those types are also guilty of harmonizing, conflating readings and smoothing
the diction72. Here illustrations do not prove anything. After all, one could without much
difficulty give a large number of examples from the Byzantine text to support the proposition
that this text does not harmonize and does not smooth away. In commentaries the exegete is
often satisfied with the incidental example without comparing it to the textual data as a
whole. Yet a proposition about the Byzantine type should not be based on illustrations, but on
arguments from the text as a whole. Whoever wishes to find such arguments, will meet a
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number of methodical problems and obstacles, which obstruct the way to the proof. Here we
can mention the following points:
1. Methodically we must first ask how a "type" is determined. This cannot be done on the
basis of selected readings, because then the selection will soon be determined by what one is
trying to prove. You can only speak of a text-type if the characteristics which must
distinguish the type are not incidental but are found all along, and if they do not appear in
other types from which the type must be distinguished73. The criteria must be distinctive and
general. As far as this is concerned,, suspicion is roused when Hort remarks that the
harmonizing and assimilating interpolations in the Byzantine text are "fortunately capricious
and incomplete"74. Did Hort then indeed generalize and make characteristics of some
readings into characteristics of the text-type? This suspicion becomes certainty when Metzger
in his Textual Commentary has to observe more than once that non-Byzantine readings, for
example, in the codex Vaticanus, can be explained from the tendencies of scribes to
assimilate and to simplify the text75. What is typical for the Byzantine text is apparently not
so exclusive for this text-type! But if certain phenomena seem to appear in all types of text,
then it is not right to condemn a type categorically and regard it as secondary on the ground
of such phenomena.
2. Moreover, it is methodically difficult to speak of harmonizing and assimilating deviations
in a text, when the original is not known. Or is it an axiom that the original text in any case
was so inharmonious, that every harmonious reading is directly suspect? Hort lets us sense
that he personally does not prefer a New Testament "more fitted for cursory perusal or
recitation than for repeated and diligent study"76. Yet who, without the original at his
disposal, can prove that this original had those characteristics which a philologist and a
textual critic considers to be most recommendable?
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3. Although Hort worked a lot on the arguments from conflation, it appears that only a very
limited number of readings can be found in the Byzantine text to serve as examples of
conflation77. The so-called phenomenon of conflation is also not typically Byzantine; one can
also point to it in the codex Vaticanus, for example78. It is for that matter still the question
whether that which is called "conflation" rightly deserves that name. When two possible
readings are clearly placed beside each other in a text as alternative readings, one can speak
of conflation. But that hardly ever occurs. A "conflate reading" as a rule applies to longer
readings which offer a flowing text and which can only be called a conflate reading because
two types of shorter readings are known to occur in other manuscripts and are considered to
be the materials for the compound and longer reading. Kilpatrick has shown, however, that
many of these shorter readings can equally well be described as reduction-readings with
regard to the longer and original reading79.
4. If editors of the Byzantine text would have been out to harmonize the text and to fit
parallel passages of the Gospels into each other, then we must observe that they let nearly all
their opportunities go by. When one follows the Byzantine text, all problems with apparent
contradictions in the Gospels are just as strongly present as in modern text editions, and that
while the Church in the fourth century was also confronted with the criticism on the Gospels
from the Neoplatonic schools80. Yet there is no question of an "easier" text in the Gospels
with the Byzantine text-type. The Church did defend the harmony of the Gospels during the
time of Augustine, but did not, at will, force it upon the text by means of harmonizing
redaction81. In addition, what seems to be harmonization is in a different direction often no
harmonization. A reading may seem adjusted to the parallel passage in another Gospel, but
then often deviates again from the reading in the third Gospel. A reading may seem borrowed
from the parallel story, yet at the same time fall out of tune in the context of the Gospel itself.
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Here the examples are innumerable as long as one does not limit himself to a few texts and
pays attention to the context and the Gospels as a whole82. We confine ourselves to one small
illustration. In Mark 10:47 Nestle gives the reading Nazarenos and not the reading that
among others occurs in the Byzantine text: Nazooraios. In the critical apparatus the lastmentioned reading is accounted for as an assimilation to the parallel place Luke 18:37 where
Nazooraios is found. One could, however, with just as much right call the reading Nazarenos
art assimilating reading within Mark: this writer, after all, also uses the form Nazarenos the
other three times! Did the tradition that reads Nazarenos in Mark 10:47 now assimilate to the
usage of Mark, or did the tradition that reads Nazooraios assimilate to the parallel message in
Luke? The questions show that we are trying to force on the textual data a dilemma which
does not fit the data83. Time and again it appears that the textphenomena are not adequately
treated if we wish to force them into the scheme of readings which harmonize and readings
which do not harmonize84.
5. Metzger mentions as one of the characteristics of the Byzantine text the removing of
linguistically difficult expressions and the smoothing out of the text. Kilpatrick, however, has
shown that the opposite is true. The Byzantine readings can often b described as a linguistic
restoration, after semitic expressions had been a eliminated in the second century, poor Greek
had been improved, and the text had been made more "Attic" at various points. Kilpatrick
concludes: "Our principal conclusion is that the Syrian text is frequently right. It has avoided
at many points mistakes and deliberate changes found in other witnesses"85. This does not
mean that Kilpatrick wishes to canonize every Byzantine reading. Yet his studies do show
that one cannot speak of a typical secondary character of the Byzantine text as far as the
language is concerned86.
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6. It is difficult to grasp the reproach that the traditional text suffers from its completeness.
Maybe it means that as much as possible textual data have been included in this text. The
completeness of a text is a good characteristic, is it not? The difficulty only arises when a text
offers more than the original. However, one can show that the Byzantine text did not include
many readings that were in circulation. Mark 16:9-20 can be found in it, but not the so-called
comma Johanneum (I John 5:7-8). In Luke 11 one can find a fuller redaction of the Lord's
Prayer than in some other manuscripts, but one will not find the words that the Vulgate reads
in Acts 9:5b-6a. The passages mentioned do occur in the Greek text, published later, the
textus receptus. However one may think about the inclusion of these passages in the textus
receptus, one cannot ascribe this inclusion to the Byzantine text-tradition. It is true that it has
a longer reading than other manuscripts at some points, but it also has at various points a
shorter reading than the so-called Western text. The question also applies here: With what is
the Byzantine text now being compared? With a personally preferred text, for example, the
Vaticanus or the Egyptian text in general? In that case there are certain differences. Yet in the
Byzantine text as a whole these differences cannot be mentioned as typifying characteristics.
They also stand in a different light when we place them in the totality of the circulating
traditions, including the Western.
Summarizing we must conclude: the widely spread opinion that the Byzantine text has a
secondary character rests on the suggestive force of selected illustrations, but is contrary to
the facts as a whole. What is advanced as "typifying" is not distinctive and is not general.

that the establishment of an eclectic text on the basis of the criterion of atticisms encounters the methodical
problem of how to determine what must be considered as "atticism" in the 2nd-4th centuries. The objections
of Martini against the eclecticism of Kilpatrick, however, also apply to those who wish to abandon the
Byzantine text on the basis of the criterion of atticism. Cf. J.K. Elliott, Phrynichus' Influence on the Textual
Tradition of the New Testament (Zeitschrift fdr die neutestamentliche Wissenschaft 63 [1972] pp. 133-138).

5. Rehabilitation of the ancient text
In the textual criticism of the 20th century, the rejection of the well-known traditional or
Byzantine text predominates. That text is even ruled out completely and in advance by the
selection-process at Munster. The arguments against this text originate from the 19th century.
People are still using them, but without sufficient reason. In fact, much that was raised
against this text has crumpled up. The genealogical method is losing ground. Papyri are
shown to contain unexpected Byzantine readings. The arguments against this Byzantine text
are still less decisive than in the 19th century.
There is, therefore, every reason to rehabilitate thle Church text again. It has already been
accepted for centuries and centuries by the Greek Church as the ancient and correct text. Its
right does not have to be proven. The person who thinks he knows better than those who
preserved and transmitted the text in the past should come along with proof. The churches of
the great Reformation deliberately adopted this ancient text when they took the Greek text as
starting-point again87. This text deserves to remain recognized as reliable, unless real contraproof can be given from a recovered better text. However, there are no better texts. There are
theories about a better text and there are reconstructions of such a text, but they cannot
conceal the fact that, over against the rejection of the ancient, well-known text in the 20th
century, only the embarrassment of eclecticism and of a renewed conjectural criticism(88) is
left over. Over against this modern textual criticism, we plead for rehabilitation of the ancient
and well-known text. This means that we do not dismiss this text which is found in a large
majority of the textual witnesses and which underlies all the time-honoured Bible translations
of the past, but prize and use it88.
Bringing the well-known, but rejected Byzantine text into use again leads to a totally
different scope of the textual criticism89. It will, in a reformatory sense, set itself the task of
preserving this text. Here an appeal can be made to the often unjustly-forgotten work of
scholars such as Nolan90, Reiche91, Scrivener92, Burgon93, Birks94 and Miller95, who at the time
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confronted themselves with the theories of Griesbach, Lachmann and Westcott-Hort.
Association with the Byzantine text which was also defended by them implies, in the line of
the history, first of all an association with and an emendation of the textus receptus, the
printed Greek text from the time of the Reformation. Pleading for the return to the known
Church text certainly does not mean that this textus receptus must be canonized. But this
pleading does recognize the justice of the principle behind these text-editions of the
Reformation. The textus receptus should not be rejected categorically because of its
shortcomings, but should according to its own design and intention be corrected conformable
to the so-called Byzantine text. This leads to a positively orientated textual criticism, which
focuses its attention on all the material handed down, without discrimination.
Association with the text that has been transmitted for such a long time also demands
protection of that text. Preservation of manuscripts should be stimulated. The theories of
textual criticism, which oppose this text, must also be analysed. Those who wish to hold the
well-known text in honour in the 20th century may not overlook the modern text-editions, the
product of recent theories. The examination of the modern textual criticism and the readings
it defends should, however, not stand in the service of an eclecticism whereby the Byzantine
text is only accepted as one of the sources for optional-readings96. Eclecticism is always a
subjective matter and only creates new mixed texts. The criteria of eclecticism also contradict
each other’s97. Now that considerable agreement concerning the text exists in the broad
stream of the text-tradition, there is no need to resort to eclecticism. Copies of a corrupt textform in the 2nd century, accidentally saved, would then receive a place equal to that of copies
from many other centuries which are generally accepted as faithful copies. With this we do
not exclude in advance every thought of an emendation of the Byzantine text. But that
emendation may only take place if it can be demonstrated clearly to everyone that the Church
had lost a good reading or had exchanged it for a bad reading, and why. In principle such an
argumentation on the ground of external evidence must remain possible, but in practise it is
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almost impossible in the present situation because we only have little and fragmentary textual
and historical material from the first centuries. We should guard against wanting to do the
work of the fourth and following centuries over again, with less and worse material than
people at the time had at their disposal!
The rehabilitation of the received text should, in the churches of the Reformation, result in
putting this text into use again, and that first of all for the Bible-translation. Translations
which go back to the Byzantine text do not need to be old translations98. They may even on
the mission fields be very new. But the newest translation should still give access to the text
of the Church of the ages and not to the text of five learned contemporaries in the 20th
century99. The Greek New Testament of the United Bible Societies should as basis for
translations of the New Testament be exchanged for an edition of the textus receptus,
possibly in an emended form. Also the exegesis should turn back to this text. Thus the way to
commentaries from many centuries, which all confidently explained this Church text, is again
opened. Contact and fellowship with the history of the exegesis is essential for the
explanation of Scripture in the 20th century. During a theological training the student must be
made acquainted with both the edition of Nestle and the textus receptus. Yet in the exegesis
he does not have to give up his faith in the traditional text because of a recent edition, even
though it be frequently used. That Church text, and a good edition of it, should form the basis
and the material for the exegesis.
This pleading for rehabilitation of the well-known text, however, runs up against the
difficulty that a text-edition of this text is no longer provided for and that the text of centuries
and centuries can often only be obtained second-hand. In this situation it is not permitted to
wait for a republication of the textus receptus until it can be offered in a still somewhat
improved edition. An edition of the traditional text, as this was printed in the time of the
Reformation, must first of all again be obtainably as soon as possible. The return to the
Church text also in Bible-translation and exegesis cannot be effectuated until such an edition
is again available. In connection with this we can mention with thankfulness the initiative
which the Trinitarian Bible Society has taken to republish the Greek text that was followed in
the Authorized Version. For this purpose they associate themselves with an edition of this
text that Scrivener at the time took care of100. This text deviates from the text of Beza's Greek
New Testament only to a low degree and can be described as a variant of the textus receptus
or of the Stephanus-edition 1550. Thanks to this edition there is now, over against the edition
of the United Bible Societies which purposefully abandons the traditional text, also a Greek
text available which deliberately wishes to follow that text.
Perhaps it is possible in the future that a revised new edition of Scrivener's 'Editio Maior'101
appears besides this text-edition: also the opponents of the Byzantine text will admit that it is
desirable for scientific study to possess a text-edition, wherein one can accurately and
instantly see where modern text-editions, including Nestle, deviate from the textus receptus.
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It would be advisable to offer a textual commentary with this new edition. This commentary
could indicate at what points the textus receptus may be labelled as a deviation from the
Byzantine text and at what points different readings occur within the Byzantine tradition
itself'102.
The indication of these different readings can take place even before the number of witnesses
for each individual variant reading has been completely determined. It will be a laborious and
costly undertaking to determine that number and to provide a complete textual critical
apparatus with the traditional text. One could consider whether it is not possible to determine
the weight of variant readings in this traditional text in more detail, only in those cases in
which the variant reading can be relevant for translation and exegesis. The number of such
variant readings is only a small section of the total orthographical, lexical, syntactical or
grammatical variations.
There is plenty of work for Reformed textual criticism. She, however, directs her attention to
defining a conviction and does not lose herself, like the modern textual criticism, in a quest
for the unknown. How many people will still wish to present themselves in the 20th century
for this work on the preservation of the text of the New Testament? How many will still have
interest in this work? This question cannot easily be answered. by people, We can only
conclude with the absolute certainty, that the ancient text of God's inspired Word both now
and in the future will remain an object of God's special care. This certainty creates for us the
obligation to treat the text that has been handed down to us with great care. This obligation
lies in the confession of the Reformation (Westminster Confession chapter 1, 8):
"The Old Testament in Hebrew (which was the native Language of the People of God of old),
and the New Testament in Greek (which at the time of writing of it was most generally
known to the Nations), being immediately, inspired by God, and by his singular Care and
Providence kept pure in all Ages, are therefore authentical: so as in all Controversies of
Religion, the Church is finally to appeal into them."
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